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ABSTRACT
Every CASE-Tool has its strengths and weaknesses. Of
course, Fujaba is not apart from this rule. Thus, why not
combine the strengths of Fujaba with another application in
a toolchain.

This paper introduces a toolchain covering Fujaba and
UML Lab. Traditionally a toolchain is based on the use
of an im-/export functionality to transfer data between the
different tools by persisting this data with a common file
format. As the requirements of the introduced toolchain
cannot be fulfilled by this mechanism, a synchronization of
models based on the Fujaba respectively UML Lab meta-
model is implemented. One requirement is to ensure that
changing anything in the model of one tool has an immedi-
ate impact on the related model in the other tool. Therefor
the model synchronization handles every change separately
by analyzing change event objects resulting from each model
modification and ensures a (preferably) immediate handling
of changes.

1. INTRODUCTION
Each software application is developed in terms of a spe-

cific purpose. In the context of this purpose the application
can (or at least it should) provide any necessary functional-
ity. However, the requirements of an user often exceed these
functionalities or the user prefers a similar approach offered
by another application. Either way, one application alone
cannot satisfy the requirements of this user. Therefore the
creation of a toolchain containing all necessary applications
to complete the desired task is recommendable.

The concept of a toolchain can be interpreted differently.
It can describe an unidirectional order of tools (see figure
1(a)) as well as a bidirectionally traversable chain (see figure
1(b)) or any other set of tools. Depending on the structure
creating a new toolchain is affected by different challenges,
but a main task always refers to the data exchange between
the included tools. This problem can be separated into two
connected sub tasks. The first task addresses the general
way how data, created in one tool, can be transferred into
the next tool (in the chain) to proceed working. The second
task deals with handling subsequent changes in an inbound
document. This means to define how, if at all, the modifi-
cation of data in one tool can be applied to existing data in
another tool.

A traditional approach to provide the data exchange is
the use of an im-/export functionality: at first, all necessary

data is persisted by exporting it with tool A. Afterwards
tool B imports this data and the user can continue to work.
This approach lacks, amongst other things, in the necessity
of a (manual) intervention each time a data exchange is per-
formed. Additionally, with a common and standardized data
format, there can be difficulties persisting any tool specific
data (e.g. positioning of GUI elements) or preserving this
data after a future export by another tool. This lost data
is usually not relevant in an unidirectional toolchain, but
impedes the usage of a bidirectional traversable toolchain.
There, every step back would result in the, at worst manual,
restoration of all lost data.

(a) (b)

Figure 1: Structure of different toolchains

The introduced UML Toolchain with the CASE-Tools Fu-
jaba, to be more precise Fujaba4eclipse, and UML Lab is tar-
geted on a tight integration of their functionalities and bidi-
rectional traversable. Therefore it is necessary that changes,
for example on a model in Fujaba, are immediate applied to
the equivalent model in UML Lab. Using an im-/export
functionality does not fulfill these requirements in several
points. Besides the manual interaction to im-/export any
data, this approach does not rely on altering existing data,
but storing and restoring (means deleting and recreating) of
all available data. To address these problems an automat-
ical synchronization of equivalent parts of the metamodels
in both tools has been implemented. Additionally, this syn-
chronization depends on the usage of event objects triggered
by each modification of a model. This means: every change
is handled separately.



Figure 2: screenshot of UML Lab showing source code and the resulting class diagram

2. UML LAB
UML Lab is a modeling IDE developed by the Yatta So-

lutions GmbH[7]. As it is based on the eclipse platform
[2], the implementation of the UML specification 2.x[6] for
the eclipse platform is used as metamodel. The influence of
Fujaba during the development of UML Lab is reflected in
the effort to combine code generation and reverse engineer-
ing. Based on the concept “From UML to Java and back
again” a language independent synchronization of source
code and model was developed and integrated into UML
Lab. This Round-Trip-EngineeringNG[1] uses textual tem-
plates for generation as well as reverse engineering to enable
the parallel work in source code and diagram as shown in
figure 2.

3. DEFINING THE TOOLCHAIN
To define the core requirements of the introduced toolchain

two different groups of users have to be analyzed.
The first group consists of users, that are familiar with Fu-

jaba. They usually work with UML Lab only, if it provides a
noticeable advantage. The Round-Trip-EngineeringNG, ac-
cessible through the toolchain, enables the synchronization
of generated source code with the Fujaba class diagram and
therefore falls into this category. Additionally, as UML Lab
uses the implementation of a current version of the UML
metamodel, the toolchain provides access to new features of
the UML specification without the necessity to change the
Fujaba metamodel.

The second group of users are familiar with UML Lab.
These consider using Fujaba only where UML Lab does not
provide the appropriate tools. Especially the concept of
Story Driven Modeling(SDM)[3] [8] in Fujaba has to be men-
tioned in this context. This includes the creation/editing of
story diagrams, which can (now) be based on Fujaba and
UML Lab models. An additional use case is to integrate
source code for these modeled story diagrams into UML
Labs generated source code. An explicit request apart from
this is, that legacy projects from Fujaba shall be usable (and
editable) in UML Lab.

To satisfy both groups needs, the effort to use the other

tool has to be kept as low as possible. In addition, as one
wants to use his tool-of-choice, a class diagram has to be
editable with both tools.

4. IMPLEMENTING THE TOOLCHAIN
To discuss the details of the implementation, an example

usage of the toolchain is given:

1. Reverse Engineering of existing source code (UML Lab)

2. Extend one class with an additional method (Fujaba
or UML Lab)

3. Create a story diagram for this method (Fujaba)

4. Generate code (UML Lab (with Fujaba))

After one or more existing classes are reverse engineered
with UML Lab (step 1), the resulting class diagram can be
edited with both tools - depending on one’s preferences. In
step 3 switching to Fujaba is necessary to create the story
diagram for a formerly created method. The last step, the
code generation, needs more explanation. As both tools pro-
vide an own code generation, each tool can solely generate
executable code. However, UML Lab does not generate code
for story diagrams and the code generation of Fujaba is not
automatically linked to the previously reverse engineered
classes. Accordingly, the combined generation with both
tools is recommended: first of all the source code for story
diagrams is generated with Fujaba; afterwards it is passed
to UML Lab and integrated into its generated source code.
Therefore switching back to UML Lab is required again.

As steps like these are executed regularly and in an un-
defined order, one has to switch between Fujaba and UML
Lab frequently. Two requirements result from this conclu-
sion. First of all, as much as possible should be done without
any explicit user interaction. This includes the automatical
synchronization of model changes or the combined code gen-
eration. With the automatic model synchronization one has
not to take care about the currently active tool, because
both models (Fujaba and UML Lab) are always consistent
with each other. Secondly, features of the other tool have to



Figure 3: Usage of the story diagram editor in the UML Lab class diagram editor

be accessible directly. A simple example: to create and edit
story diagrams while using the class diagram editor of UML
Lab, its context menu is extended with a new menu entry to
open the story diagram editor and switch to it automatically
(figure 3).

All those features are provided externally and added by
using plugin mechanisms; on the one hand to avoid depen-
dencies between the tools, on the other hand because they
shall not (Fujaba) or cannot (UML Lab) be modified. For
this reasons an adapter is used to connect Fujaba and UML
Lab. This adapter takes care of the model synchronization
and the extension of the tools; for example the additional
entries in context menus.

5. MODEL SYNCHRONIZATION
The model synchronization is not discussed in detail in

this paper, but we will give a brief overview of its general
idea and structure. For the implementation details see [5].

To perform a valid synchronization of two models their
metamodels need to be examined and similar parts identi-
fied. By analyzing the metamodels of Fujaba and UML Lab
one common part concerning class diagrams can be found.
Accordingly the synchronization is restricted to this common
elements. These elements are afterwards used to find suit-
able mappings; for example FMethod (Fujaba metamodel)
can be mapped to Operation (UML 2.x metamodel). Based
on this mappings different handlers are implemented, each
responsible for one field of one metamodel element pair;
for example one handler synchronizes the return type of
FMethod with Operation and vice versa.

Imagine the following scenario: there are two already syn-
chronized models in Fujaba and UML Lab that contain a
method (assemble()) associated with a story diagram. This
method is extended by a new parameter (wheel:Wheel) us-
ing the UML Lab class diagram editor. After switching back
to its story diagram, this new parameter should be immedi-
ately added and usable. The result is shown in figure 3 with

the class diagram editor on the left and the story diagram
editor on the right side.

As both metamodels provide an implementation of the ob-
server/listener pattern, these are used to synchronize every
change separately; for example events are fired after the cre-
ation of the new parameter, the change of its name or adding
it to a method. These events are analyzed and delegated to
the responsible handlers. The only information that can-
not be extracted from these events is the target object the
change should be applied on. For this purpose the adapter
manages all known object mappings and makes them avail-
able to the handlers. These mappings are generated every
time a new object is created as well as after loading and
scanning of associated models. Finally the handler combines
the informations from the event with the mapped object to
synchronize the change.

Avoiding inconsistent models was a main challenge dur-
ing the creation of the synchronization mechanism; espe-
cially asymmetric structures were problematic. For example
Property needs to be mapped to FAttr or FRole depending
on attribute values of a Property object. Therefore every
time a Property object is changed the mapped target object
has to be evaluated correctly. As a result some events have
to be collected and not synchronized until a consistent result
can be ensured.

6. SUMMARY AND FUTURE WORK
UML Toolchain can be used to work in parallel with Fu-

jaba and UML Lab. This means one can create/edit class
and story diagrams, generate code or reverse engineer exist-
ing code without a manual switch between the tools. There-
fore every model change is automatically synchronized i.e.
immediately applied to the related model in the other tool.

For the future work two topics can be examined sepa-
rately. The first deals with the ideas to expand the toolchain;
not by integration another tool, but by extending the syn-
chronized part of the metamodels. This includes for ex-



ample the synchronization of story diagram when they are
integrated into UML Lab. Additionally, the usability can
be improved in some points for example to administrate the
synchronized models. This includes a temporary disconnect
of models or a general overview to show all synchronized
(loaded or not loaded) models.

The second issue is aimed onto the model synchroniza-
tion. As the example uses a programmatically implemen-
tation, the framework provides interfaces to easily attach
other mechanisms. For example the integration of the triple
interactive graph grammar (TiG) interpreter[4] is planned
in the near future.
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